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1894

vols for 1871 76 1913 14 include an extra number the christmas
bookseller separately paged and not included in the consecutive
numbering of the regular series

Palestine and Syria, etc
1898

this book is a stimulating panoramic tour quite different from a
textbook journey of the world of statistics in both its theory and
practice for teachers students and practitioners at each stop on the
tour the authors investigate unusual and quirky aspects of statistics
highlighting historical biographical and philosophical dimensions of
this field of knowledge each chapter opens with perspectives on its
theme often from several points of view five original and thought
provoking questions follow these aim at widening readers knowledge and
deepening their insight scattered among the questions are entertaining
puzzles to solve and tantalising paradoxes to explain readers can
compare their own statistical discoveries with the authors detailed
answers to all the questions the writing is lively and inviting the
ideas are rewarding and the material is extensively cross referenced a
panorama of statistics leads readers to discover the fascinations of
statistics is an enjoyable companion to an undergraduate statistics
textbook is an enriching source of knowledge for statistics teachers
and practitioners is unique among statistics books today for its
memorable content and engaging style lending itself equally to reading
through and to dipping into a panorama of statistics will surprise
teachers students and practitioners by the variety of ways in which
statistics can capture and hold their interest reviews as befits the
authors statement that this is not a textbook the structure is unusual
there are twenty five chapters organised in five sections each
beginning with a brief perspective of a theme in statistics and
finishing with five questions related to that theme the answers
provided to the questions in section six are as discursive and
illuminating as the main body of the text even if you are pretty sure
you know the answer it is always worth checking what the authors have
to say chances are that you will learn something every time the
glimpses and insights given into this enormous and far reaching
discipline succeed in being bewitching entertaining and inviting
coverage was never the aim in summary this splendid book lives up to
the four p values of its title it is panoramic in the scope of its
survey of statistics it is full of illuminating perspectives it sets



entertaining and challenging puzzles and it explores fascinating
paradoxes read it enjoy it and learn from it from neil sheldon
teaching statistics volume 9 no 2 may 2017
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this biographical dictionary of some 3 000 photographers and workers
in related trades active in a vast area of north america before 1866
is based on extensive research and enhanced by some 240 illustrations
most of which are published here for the first time the territory
covered extends from central canada through mexico and includes the
united states from the mississippi river west to but not including the
rocky mountain states together this volume and its predecessor pioneer
photographers of the far west a biographical dictionary 1840 1865
comprise an exhaustive survey of early photographers in north america
and central america excluding the eastern united states and eastern
canada this work is distinguished by the large number of entries by
the appealing narratives that cover both professional and private
lives of the subjects and by the painstaking documentation it will be
an essential reference work for historians libraries and museums as
well as for collectors of and dealers in early american photography in
addition to photographers the book includes photographic printers
retouchers and colorists and manufacturers and sellers of photographic
apparatus and stock because creators of moving panoramas and optical
amusements such as dioramas and magic lantern performances often
fashioned their works after photographs the people behind those
exhibitions are also discussed
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festschrift honoring a historian from kerala contributed articles

Northern Germany as Far as the Bavarian and
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1897

this volume is dedicated to the memory of sergey naboko 1950 2020 in
addition to original research contributions covering the vast areas of
interest of sergey naboko it includes personal reminiscences and
comments on the works and legacy of sergey naboko s scientific



achievements areas from complex analysis to operator theory especially
spectral theory are covered and the papers will inspire current and
future researchers in these areas

The Reference Catalogue of Current Literature
1898

to the officers and employees of the light house establishment of the
united states this book is dedicated

Reference Catalogue of Current Literature
1898

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises
in reproducing historical works in large print to make reading easier
for people with impaired vision
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here for the first time is told in a single volume one of the most
remarkable stories in american history an eastener is never long in
california without hearing something of the big four four sacramento
shopkeepers collis p huntington lelan stanford mark hopkins and
charles crocker who got control of the newly organized central pacific
railroad property these men are portrayed in mr lewis s volume vividly
and with a great wealth or pertinent anecdote thus their true
characters are revealed and the grandiose era in which they lived and
operated is re created as well huntington the shrewd manipulator and
lobbyist in washington founded the great fortune which is responsible
for the magnificent library at san marino leland stanford governor of
california and united states senator created leland stanford junior
university hopkins the cold quiet watchdog of the railroad s treasury
kept himself out of the limelight out of politics and scandal yet like
the others died enormously wealthy while crocker founded a dynasty of
bankers still important in the affairs of california and the nation
oscar lewis a longtime authority on californiana and secretary of the
book club of california spent six years gathering the material for the
big four and writing it the result is a definitive telling of a story
that is ever fresh and ever fascinating
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a short collection of one man s memories as he sorts through his life
post divorce

First (-Sixth) geographical reader. [With]
Home-lesson book for Second (-Fourth)
geographical reader
1884

elizabeth greenwood studied sculpture at st martin s school of art and
in florence and rome she had a classical education preferring greek to
latin for the richness of its vocabulary and her sculpture with its
references to greek mythology reflects this predilection she also
writes poetry apart from poetry she enjoys producing emblematic
fiction based on mary poppins philosophical song a spoonful of sugar
makes the medicine go down thus fulfilling the writer s task as an
entertainer cum moralist both the poetical and the modelling
activities date from early childhood although these were largely
ignored she was fortunate in having been born into a family where
close relatives had universal minds uniting a passion for literature
with a keen interest in science of space especially politics and the
cinema in latter years to counteract the tendency to create works of
the imagination she has applied herself to the discipline of academic
works in the field of religion i e the bible with particular regard to
the dead sea discoveries no well documented a successful breeder and
trainer of horses she has campaigned ceaselessly for higher education
in equine studies on the lines devised in america where hippology has
been elevated to university status thus producing educated riders and
saving the horse a lot of unnecessary suffering she considers horses
to be regulators and keepers of conscience teaching stoical wisdom in
the exercise of man s power over life and death

Publisher and Bookseller
1876

reprint of the original first published in 1881

The Bookseller
1876



a former university president tells about his later encounters in the
federal bureaucracy including an agency with more people than work to
be done and how special projects get included in appropriation bills
he also relates global encounters including a four acre philippine
farm that financed two children through college guatemalans being paid
with food aid for digging the trenches for their sewer system a
bolivian farmer proudly showing his harvest of drying coca leaves and
eastern europeans difficult transition to free enterprise back in
washington he describes political pressure to finance a cigarette
manufacturing line in turkey and a pork research center in his home
state and how membership in his home town country club risked his
nomination to be assistant secretary of agriculture returning to
operate his home farm yielded more anecdotes including a near
collision in the cornfield with a somersaulting plymouth potential
embarrassment of dragging an implement s tongue mid field and the
obstacles in building an egg layer facility that now employs twenty
eight local people

A Panorama of Statistics
2017-01-03

music from behind the bridge tells the story of the steelband a symbol
of trinidadian culture from the point of view of musicians who
overcame disadvantages of poverty and prejudice with their
extraordinary ambition

Pioneer Photographers from the Mississippi to
the Continental Divide
2005

billed in early issues as a practical journal of industrial progress
this monthly covers a broad range of topics in engineering
manufacturing mechanics architecture building etc later issues say it
is devoted to the advancement and diffusion of practical knowledge

A Panorama of Indian Dances
1993

this collection of images will teach you everything you need to know
about the world of panoramic photography arnaud frich one of the world
s preeminent photographers thoroughly explains the equipment
techniques used to create the images providing the inspiration you ll
need to get started
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